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 Kronenstrasse  

Directions

You can reach our parking garage as follows: 
Coming from B27 / Feuerbach / Zu�enhausen over Heilbronner Straße 

Coming from Heilbronner Straße drive straight into Friedrichstraße and at the �rst tra�c 
light (on the right hand side you will see restaurant H'ugo's with rust-colored steel plates) 
turn right into Kronenstraße. From Kronenstraße turn right at the �rst tra�c light into 
Kriegsbergstraße. There you will �nd the parking entrance at the address Kriegsbergstraße 
11 after about 100m. (directly after the end of the bus lane at the pedestrian refuge island). 
The entrance leads directly into the second basement �oor (2. UG). You will �nd our parking 
spots marked with the DREISS logo in the �rst basement �oor (1. UG). 

Coming from B27 / Neue Weinsteige über Friedrichstraße  

Coming from Rotebühlplatz and Theodor-Heuss-Straße or coming from Charlottenplatz 
through the Planie tunnel drive straight into Friedrichstraße. In Friedrichstraße (after 
motorcycle accessory shop Louis) turn left into Kronenstraße. From Kronenstraße turn right 
at the �rst tra�c light into Kriegsbergstraße. There you will �nd the parking entrance at the 
address Kriegsbergstraße 11 after about 100m. (directly after the end of the bus lane at the 
pedestrian refuge island). The entrance leads directly into the second basement �oor (2. UG). 
You will �nd our parking spots marked with the DREISS logo in the �rst basement �oor (1. UG). 

Coming from Bad Cannstatt / Remstal / Neckartal over Arnulf-Klett-Platz  

Coming from Arnulf-Klett-Platz (construction site S21, blue tubes) turn left into Friedrich-
straße. At the �rst tra�c light (on the right hand side you will see restaurant H'ugo's with 
rust-colored steel plates) turn right into Kronenstraße. From Kronenstraße turn right at the 
�rst tra�c light into Kriegsbergstraße. There you will �nd the parking entrance at the 
address Kriegsbergstraße 11 after about 100m. (directly after the end of the bus lane at the 
pedestrian refuge island). The entrance leads directly into the second basement �oor (2. UG). 
You will �nd our parking spots marked with the DREISS logo in the �rst basement �oor (1. UG).  

Coming from Killesberg / Kräherwald over Kriegsbergstraße  

You willl �nd the parking entrance at the address Kriegsbergstraße 11 after about 100m. 
(directly after the end of the bus lane at the pedestrian refuge island). The entrance leads 
directly into the second basement �oor (2. UG). You will �nd our parking spots marked with 
the DREISS logo in the �rst basement �oor (1. UG). 

Parking is available in our parking garage. The entrance 
to the parking garage is located in Kriegsbergstraße 11, 
70174 Stuttgart, Germany.

Just drive to our garage entrance, ring the bell there and 
we will open the gateway for you.
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 Kronenstrasse  

Friedrichstraße 6
70174 Stuttgart/Germany

email@dreiss.de

Tel.: +49 (0)711 24 89 38-0
Fax.: +49 (0)711 24 89 38-99
www.dreiss.de


